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Location: Toyota Center, Houston, Texas
Attendance: 7,000
Commentators: Michael Cole, Tazz

It’s the final of this set of shows and we’re finally out of
the Undertaker in gimmick title matches. Now he’s in gimmick
non-title  matches,  in  this  case  a  handicap  casket  match
against  the  Ortons.  The  main  event  is  Batista  defending
against Eddie who is turning more heel by the day but he’s
pretending to be a nice guy. It’s also his last PPV match
ever. Let’s get to it.

The  opening  video  is  about  Eddie  vs.  Batista  with  Eddie
swearing he’s a changed man. If Eddie crosses Batista, Batista
will end him. Also we hear about the handicap casket match.

MNM vs. Legion of Doom/Christy Hemme

This is Animal/Heidenreich which never worked at all. They’re
the tag champions here. My goodness Christy was gorgeous. She
took  a  Snapshot  on  Smackdown  so  she’s  injured  coming  in.
Animal has a taped up shoulder too. Heidenreich pulls Nitro in
and the beating is on before he can even take the fur coat
off.  Heidenreich  is  all  fired  up  and  hits  a  three  point
clothesline for two. Off to the large gut with the Animal
attached but Mercury gets in a kick to the shoulder to take
over.

He keeps kicking at it and knocks Heidenreich to take draw him
in. MNM hits the Snapshot on Animal very quickly but it only
gets two because of the delay in getting to the cover. Mercury
snaps the shoulder over the top rope to let Nitro get two. The
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double team continues and Animal is in trouble. Neckbreaker
gets two. Mercury goes up but jumps into an almost powerslam
for two. Everything breaks down and Melina tags herself in.
She dives onto Animal and gets caught. Off to Christy for a
bad Hart Attack and then a HORRIBLE rana. As in the legs were
around Melina’s arms. Doomsday Device ends Melina.

Rating: D-. Christy Hemme is a fine example of a girl that
looks good in tight pants and a black bra. She’s incredibly
attractive and sexy, but but she had no business being in a
wrestling ring as a competitor. It didn’t work for her at all
and she was only in the ring for about 45 seconds. Again
though, she’s there for her looks and those work very well.

Eddie comes in to see Batista and almost evily says good luck.
Batista says it back in a friendlier voice.

Here’s Simon Dean the fitness expert with his assistant who
has a plate of hamburgers. Taz and Cole are cracking up at
this. Dean talks about how Houston is the fattest city in
America. He has 20 double cheeseburgers here and says it’s ok
to eat one, but when you eat 20 at once you get fat. He calls
out Lashley and says if he loses, he’ll eat all 20 of those
burgers.

Bobby Lashley vs. Simon Dean

Lashley is in white here and it’s his PPV debut. This is a
rematch from Lashley’s first match which was two days ago.
Lashley throws him around but misses a corner charge. Dean
throws hamburgers at Lashley and then hits him with the metal
tray as the ref is distracted. That doesn’t work at all and
Dean is thrown into the corner. They try to do a cool power
spot where Dean is sitting in the corner while holding onto
the top and having Lashley pull him out by his feet to catch
him in the Dominator. The problem is Lashley can’t hold him up
so he falls backwards and hits a regular Dominator to win it.
Total squash.



Lashley forces the hamburger into Dean’s mouth.

Jillian still has the mole on her face but introduces JBL who
says  Raw  won’t  invade  tonight.  They  can’t  invade  because
they’re invited. JBL welcomes a challenge but watch what he
does  to  Mysterio  first.  Rey  pops  up  and  speaks  Spanish,
talking about the Mexican flag. JBL tells the “intertube boy”
that he needs to speak English in America. Rey hands him a
Mysterio mask for after the underdog beats him. JBL declines
so Rey gives it to Jillian.

US Title: Booker T vs. Christian vs. Orlando Jordan vs. Chris
Benoit

Benoit is defending, Booker gets a big pop as the hometown guy
and this is one fall to a finish. Benoit beat Jordan in like
25 seconds at Summerslam to win the title. Why he’s in this
match is beyond me. Jordan goes after Benoit and takes him
down so the heels (Christian/Jordan) can double team Booker.
Booker knocks Christian to the floor and kicks Jordan down but
Christian pulls him to the outside.

Benoit pops up out of nowhere with a Crossface on Jordan but
Christian saves. With Booker on the floor, Benoit cleans house
on the other two. Suplexes all around and Christian is put in
a quickly broken up Sharpshooter. Booker comes off the top
with a missile dropkick to take Christian down as it’s his
turn to be in control. Jordan and Christian are knocked to the
floor so we get a staredown between Booker and Benoit.

They don’t really do much though as Christian comes in and is
suplexed over the top with ease. Benoit goes to the floor to
fight his fellow Canadian as Booker and Jordan clothesline
each other down. Christian breaks up the Swan Dive by fighting
Benoit  on  the  top.  Jordan  is  whipped  into  them  and  the
Canadians hit the floor. Booker rolls up Jordan for a VERY
close two. Benoit comes back in and walks into a side kick.

Cole reminds us that everyone is legal at the same time.



Thanks Cole. The first seven minutes of this match didn’t tell
me that. Axe kick gets two on Jordan. Christian throws Benoit
into Booker to knock Booker to the floor but Christian can’t
hit the Unprettier on Benoit. Benoit tries Rolling Germans but
Orlando breaks it up.

Orlando is thrown out onto Booker, leaving the Canadians in
the ring. After four Germans Benoit misses the Swan Dive.
Christian  tries  a  rollup  but  Benoit  reverses  into  the
Crossface. Orlando seems to miss his cue on the save as he
takes  forever.  Jordan  is  sent  to  the  floor  and  the
Sharpshooter  makes  Christian  tap.

Rating: C. This seems like a match that belonged on a house
show. It wasn’t that bad but I don’t think anyone was really
expecting a new champion here. Benoit was on a roll at this
point and would hold the title for about six more months. It’s
not a bad match but it was more of a Benoit showcase than a
competitive match.

Sharmell yells at Booker post match.

Lashley is making Dean eat the burgers.

Mr. Kennedy vs. Hardcore Holly

Hardcore shoved Kennedy during a match while Kennedy was on
commentary so Kennedy cost him a match. This is Kennedy’s PPV
debut. Kennedy does his usual intro before the match. Holly is
introduced as The Alabama Slamma. Holly pounds him down to
start and hits the dropkick. There are some hard chops in the
corner but Kennedy suckers Holly in and sends him to the
floor.

Out  to  the  floor  for  a  bit  as  the  fans  are  just  gone.
Literally, as in you can see empty seats in the first few
rows. Kennedy works on the arm to waste some time. A single
arm DDT gets two. This is a horribly boring match. Holly comes
back and hits a full nelson slam for two. Kennedy tries a spin



kick but Holly won’t sell it. He kicks Kennedy down and they
go to the corner. The rolling fireman’s carry slam off the
middle rope gets the pin for Kennedy.

Rating: F. OH MAN this was bad. It went on almost ten minutes
and was about three minutes of arm work. Holly wouldn’t sell
anything and it made Kennedy look like an idiot. Kennedy never
quite got it in the ring but he tried at least. There was
always something misses for him though, and this wasn’t a good
start at all.

Holly takes forever to get out of the ring so Sylvan, the
fashion consultant of Smackdown who is more worthless than any
wrestler you’ll EVER see, comes out to the ring and attacks
the bad ribs.

Simon is still eating burgers.

Sharmell yells at Booker some more. Kennedy comes up and makes
fun of them. This takes forever and Sharmell yells more after
Kennedy leaves.

John Bradshaw Layfield vs. Rey Mysterio

Rey fires off right hands to start and ducks a big boot. JBL
actually goes technical and hooks a side headlock to take it
to the mat. Rey takes over again and sends JBL out to the
floor to frustrate him. A baseball slide puts Bradshaw down
and the rich dude is mad. He uses the power to take over but
Rey takes the knee out and a facejam gets two. Rey works over
the knee and cannonballs down onto it.

The 619 misses and JBL heads to the floor. Rey bulldogs him to
the floor but hurts himself in the process. Bradshaw sends his
head into the steps to take over. My goodness JBL has a beer
belly on him. Back in and JBL pounds him down before hitting a
fallaway slam from the middle rope for no cover. A regular
fallaway slam sends Rey to the floor where JBL hits a third
one.



Back inside the slams get two. Time for a bearhug. This match
has been pretty slow paced. There isn’t much of a story to it
either so it doesn’t really draw the fans in that well. JBL
puts him on the ropes but Rey comes back with a tornado DDT.
Rey speeds things up and hits the Bronco Buster but Jillian
gets up for a distraction. JBL almost hits her but puts on the
brakes, only to walk into a moonsault press for two. Rey
knocks him into the ropes and hits the 619, but the West Coast
Pop misses and the Clothesline ends this.

Rating: C-. Not a bad match for the most part but it was
pretty boring. It was a nice surprise to see JBL win as Rey
would have seemed to be the obvious winner here. This is more
or less JBL’s win to keep some kind of importance on him for
when he jobbed to everyone on the planet afterwards.

Someone gets fired on Raw tomorrow. It would be JR.

We recap the Ortons vs. Undertaker. Orton had turned heel to
try to break the Streak but of course he lost. It became an
obsession for him and he beat Undertaker at Summerslam. Taker
came for revenge and caskets were brought in. There was an
Undertaker  mannequin  in  the  casket  which  scared  Taker,
according to Randy. Tonight it’s a handicap casket match with
Taker against the Ortons.

Undertaker vs. Bob Orton/Randy Orton

Both Ortons have to go in for Undertaker to win. Taker gets
the full druid entrance as they bring out the casket. He then
gets his own entrance to really fill in time. Taker controls
with punches to start, knocking both Ortons around. Then the
numbers take over so the Ortons control with punches. Now
Taker comes back and knocks them both down. He manages to
throw Bob in the casket but Randy throws Taker knees first
into the steps.

Undertaker is put in the casket but gets out with, you guessed
it, punches. Back in the ring and Bob is down in the corner.



Old School is loaded up for Randy but Bob manages to crotch
him. Both Ortons go up on the ropes and they manage a double
superplex. Bob covers probably out of instinct. They keep
trying  to  double  suplex  Taker  into  the  casket  but  Taker
counters into a double DDT.

Bob  is  thrown  into  the  casket  and  Randy  takes  the  snake
eyes/big boot combo. Bob is out of the casket now and appears
to have something in his hands. Oh it’s a fire extinguisher.
Randy hits the backbreaker in the ring and we go outside.
Randy jumps off the apron but gets rammed back first into the
post. A big chair shot to the back puts Randy in and Bob gets
caught in a triangle choke. Taker finally gets Bob in but
Randy gets up and knocks Taker away.

All three are in the casket now as the younger guys stand up
and brawl. Taker knocks Randy out and slams the lid on Bob.
The announcers talk like that eliminates him but there’s been
nothing that implies he would be until now. Randy low blows
Undertaker and hits the powerslam. Randy opens the casket but
takes a low blow as well. Taker pounds on him some more but
Randy hits the dropkick and they go into the corner.

Randy, ever the idiot, puts himself in perfect position for
the Last Ride. Tazz: “WHY DID HE DO THAT???” Last Ride kills
Randy  but  Bob  pops  out  of  the  casket  with  the  fire
extinguisher. A blast into the eyes by Bob allows Randy to hit
the RKO. Bob tries to roll Taker into the casket but Taker
grabs  him  by  the  throat.  Randy  pops  up  with  the  fire
extinguisher to the head and Taker is knocked into the casket.
He pulls Randy in with him and the lid closes, but for some
reason that doesn’t end it. Not that it matters as Taker and
Randy pop up seconds later and Randy hits him with a chair to
win.

Rating: C-. It’s not a horrible match I don’t guess but it
never got interesting at all. That’s what this PPV has been in
a nutshell: not bad but nothing to get excited about at all.



Cole declaring this the final nail in Undertaker’s coffin was
laughable because that guy has died more times than I can
count but he keeps coming back. Anyway, not bad but it lead to
HIAC at I think Armageddon.

Post match the Ortons do the Royal Rumble 1998 thing where the
hack open the casket and pour gas in then light it on fire.
Taker would come back at Survivor Series and then have a Cell
match at Armageddon to blow off the feud.

Wrestlemania is in Chicago.

Taz and Cole talk about how serious this is and how you can
smell the gas and the smoke.

Now here are Mexicans on lawnmowers.

Cruiserweight Title: Juventud Guerrera vs. Nunzio

Nunzio  is  defending  after  Juvy  won  a  battle  royal.  The
attempted murderers are going to be talking on WWE.com if
you’re interested. The Mexicools and Vito are on the floor.
Juvy gets three covers inside of 20 seconds. Nunzio gets some
rollups as well and it’s a standoff. The crowd is pretty quiet
for this. A headscissors gets two for Juvy. Tazz, who was all
shocked and serious a few minutes before, is making juice
jokes.

Nunzio takes it to the mat with a surfboard hold as Tazz has
to remind himself that there’s a match going on. Rollup gets
two for Juvy. They both go up and both hit facejams to put
both  guys  down.  They  speed  things  up  again  and  a  seated
dropkick gets two for Guerrera. Inverted powerbomb gets two.
Juvy  tries  a  sunset  flip  but  gets  shoved  off  so  he
headscissors  Vito  instead.  Top  rope  crossbody  is  rolled
through into two for Nunzio but he hits the Juvy Driver a few
seconds later for the pin and the title.

Rating: D+. I feel sorry for the guys in matches like these.



No one is interested in seeing them and probably even fewer
care who wins. This match is background noise while the fans
catch their breath before we get to the main event. That being
said,  the  match  was  nothing  interesting  at  all  as  the
Cruiserweight  Title  was  long  since  dead  at  this  point.

The Mexicools do an interview in Spanish.

Simon finishes the burgers but Lashley says that was only 19.
Lashley pulls out one more huge one but Simon gets sick. Did
we really wait the whole show for that payoff?

We recap the main event. Eddie says he wanted respect but no
one bought it. This resulted in a tag match with Eddie/Batista
vs. MNM where Eddie hit Batista with a chair but claimed it
was an accident. Batista said if you screw me, I’ll end you.

Smackdown World Title: Eddie Guerrero vs. Batista

Eddie takes him to the mat to start and Batista looks a bit
surprised by the speed. He almost gets caught in a rollup but
powers out of it. For some reason Eddie tries a test of
strength and down he goes. He climbs the ropes while still in
the grip but Big Dave throws him down with ease and Eddie
bails for a bit.

Back in and Batista grabs a headlock. Eddie sends him into the
corner and it’s right back to the headlock. Eddie tries to
escape with a top wristlock but there’s too much Batista. The
headlock goes on again but Eddie gets to the floor and grabs a
chair. Batista grabs him by the throat and says Eddie wants to
screw him with a chair. Eddie guillotines him on the top and
hits a Frog Splash to the back for a close two. That was out
of nowhere.

Eddie works on the back in the form of a body scissors but
Batista powers out of it. Guerrero hits a dropkick to the back
and hooks a half Boston Crab to put Big Dave in even more
trouble. Batista makes the rope and Eddie goes to the corner



and  steals  a  tag  rope.  He  drops  it  though  and  dropkicks
Batista in the face instead. Nice guy. Off to a camel clutch
as the back work continues.

Now it’s back to the body scissors but Batista stands up and
hooks a bearhug which is quickly broken. Batista charges at
him  but  Eddie  dropkicks  the  knee  out  and  tries  a  Texas
Cloverleaf. Dave is like BY THE POWER OF MALENKO and counters
with a small package before it’s on. Into the corner and Eddie
jumps over Batista but stumbles and runs into the referee.
Eddie gets a chair but throws it down instead of swinging it.

Batista sees the chair and gets all ticked off. He goes into
Beast Mode and runs over Eddie with his power game. His back
gives out on the Batista Bomb though so he has to settle for a
spinebuster.  That  gets  a  delayed  two  and  Eddie  makes  his
comeback,  doing  his  dance  and  hitting  the  Three  Amigos.
Batista avoids the Splash and a second spinebuster retains the
title.

Rating: C+. This wasn’t a bad match but it never got to the
point where I was wanting to see what happened next. The whole
point of the match was would Eddie go rudo or not and he
didn’t do it, making the whole story of the match kind of dead
because one on one, no one bought Eddie as a real threat to
the title. It wasn’t a bad match at all but it’s certainly not
something worth watching. The story is that Eddie would have
won the title on the Smackdown two days after he died, so this
was just the start of a bigger story.

Post match Eddie offers a handshake and Batista eventually
accepts it. Batista turns away and Eddie gives him an evil
smile which Batista doesn’t see.

Overall Rating: D+. The show is much like the main event: not
bad for the most part, but I’d have felt pretty let down after
this show. It’s a match that would have been perfect for the
In Your House treatment back in the 90s, as this isn’t really



an A-list main event. Coupling that with a lot of the filler
matches like the six person and the Kennedy match, there’s not
much of a need for this to be a three hour show. It passed two
hours and forty five minutes but there’s no reason to watch
this at all.

Remember to like me on Facebook at:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/kbwrestlingreviewscom/1179302949
74885?sk=wall


